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 Features:

■Output power factor is 0.9

module structure, be compose from 1 to 10 modules.

■redundant and scalable system, it can be upgraded 

according to your requirement.

■N + X redundancy, reliable performance.

■Share battery pack.

■Green and clean power, Input THDI≤5%.

■Input PF≥0.99.

■Small size, light weight.

■Easy maintenance, free replacement of the module.

■System controller for communication and diagnosis.

■

■

Adopt centralized Static Switch module.
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 series  system structure is extremely flexible, the concept of power modular designing can be 

easily removed at runtime and installed without affecting system operation and output, implement 

investmentplanning with the need to expand, allowing users to achieve dynamic growth with business 

development, it saves customer's costs for initial equipment purchasing and future expansion. 

series can solve the problems effectively, help user to carry out construction and 

to add 

load to the UPS, only adding the required number of modules for expansion.
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in phase under the condition that future development direction is not clear. When users want 
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Configuration

30-200KVA 30-300KVA20-90KVA 30-150KVA

■System standard configuration module

■Adop SCR and AC contactor in parallel

■High reliability, strong overload ability: 1000% for 1min

■Transfer time less than 4ms

■Have strong self-test , inter-lock and full-protection 

function

Static switch module ■Freedom choice of capacity configuration according 

demand, easy to expand

■Online double-conversion design to ensure the output 

quality

■Each module has independent digital intelligent control

■Each module can work independently

■Each module has a separate charging system

■All modules can be hot-swappable , easy for online 

maintenance

Power module
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